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Executive Summary:
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1 Introduction

COBACORE, as all FP7 projects, has a project website. The initial version of the COBACORE
project website, www.cobacore.eu, went live on June 13, exactly 2 months after the project
kick-off.
This document describes the structure of the project website.

2 Website structure
At this moment (July 2013), the webpage consist of three sections. A menu on the top of the
page provides access to the following three pages:
The main page (‘home’):






visuals
A set of automatically alternating images give an impression of the work domain of the
COBACORE project. These images are royalty-free, and taken from various open-access
stock photograph databases. Short captions trigger further interest in the project.
project description
A short description of the project goals ensure that visitors understand the basic
ambitions of the COBACORE project. The page also contains basic information about
the project and the consortium
contact data
The frontpage features contact information, an email form and links to social media
(The COBACORE twitter account and LinkedIn group).

The team page (‘the team’)
The ‘team page’ gives an overview of the consortium partners, and the names of the various
people involved in the project. It also includes a photograph taken at the kick-off meeting.
The project page (‘the project’).
The ‘project page’ describes the major challenges that COBACORE is trying to overcome in the
field of disaster recovery, and the approach that the project is taking. This page also introduces
the various workpackages, and highlights the main ambitions of each workpackage.
Apart from the pages mentioned above, there is insufficient content to justify additional
subpages at this moment. For instance, there are no public deliverables yet. Creation of a
subpage “Deliverables” with therefore yield an empty page. Content-less pages make the
website less attractive and give a false impression of the state of the project. Therefore, the
consortium has decided to only publish pages for which there is enough content. Additional
pages will be added to the webpage once content becomes available.
Subpages that are being considered are:
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Deliverables and other project-generated material (e.g. promotional material,
publications, whitepapers, presentations).
Link to the COBACORE virtual dissemination environment (see D6.1).
News reports, social media feeds and related projects.
More detailed work packages descriptions and results.

3 Conclusions
The current website contains essential information about the project in an attractive format.
Further subpages will be added when content becomes available.
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